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Abstract

Editable 3D-aware generation, which supports user-
interacted editing, has witnessed rapid development re-
cently. However, existing editable 3D GANs either fail to
achieve high-accuracy local editing or suffer from huge
computational costs. We propose AttriHuman-3D, an ed-
itable 3D human generation model, which address the
aforementioned problems with attribute decomposition and
indexing. The core idea of the proposed model is to generate
all attributes (e.g. human body, hair, clothes and so on) in
an overall attribute space with six feature planes, which are
then decomposed and manipulated with different attribute
indexes. To precisely extract features of different attributes
from the generated feature planes, we propose a novel at-
tribute indexing method as well as an orthogonal projec-
tion regularization to enhance the disentanglement. We also
introduce a hyper-latent training strategy and an attribute-
specific sampling strategy to avoid style entanglement and
misleading punishment from the discriminator. Our method
allows users to interactively edit selected attributes in the
generated 3D human avatars while keeping others fixed.
Both qualitative and quantitative experiments demonstrate
that our model provides a strong disentanglement between
different attributes, allows fine-grained image editing and
generates high-quality 3D human avatars.

1. Introduction

As the increasing demand for digital content creation in
various domains such as gaming, virtual reality and e-
commerce, the need for realistic and customizable 3D hu-
man avatars has grown significantly. Traditional 2D ed-
itable generation models control the generation style with

*Guosheng Lin is the corresponding author.

the manipulation of high-level style latent codes [18–20],
which is ambiguous and hard to achieve precise local edit-
ing, limiting its application in the real-world scenario. Re-
cently, several approaches have been proposed to enable
user manipulation on the free-view generation results of 3D-
aware GANs for rigid objects [22, 34, 35] (e.g. human faces
and cars). However, editable 3D-aware generation for hu-
man avatars could be more challenging due to its high vari-
ance in human geometry and appearance.

Some existing editable 3D-aware GANs for human por-
traits represent the overall regions of the generated objects
with a single NeRF and perform local editing by asking
users to manually edit the generated semantic masks [34,
35]. Although being very efficient, these methods suffer
from the high variance of human shapes, poses and out-
fits. Directly manipulating the semantic masks requires
strong painting skills for the users and involve a lot of te-
dious manual works, making it hard to be applied in the
real-world scenarios. One possible solution is to model and
manipulate different semantic regions independently. CN-
eRF [22] proposes to model each semantic region with dif-
ferent generators. Although generating different semantic
parts independently, training several deep generators in par-
allel will extremely increase the memory footprint, hinder-
ing their applications in real-world scenarios. Moreover,
currently available human datasets are limited and almost
all of them suffer from the style entanglement between dif-
ferent attributes, which means the style of one attribute may
be highly influenced by the style of another attribute. For
example, some pairs always show in the existing datasets:
dresses always with high-heel shoes, t-shirts always with
sports shoes. Men rarely with dresses. Such correlation
may also be learned by the discriminator, leading to mis-
leading punishment in the training process and artifacts in
the editing stage.

To address these problems, we propose AttriHuman-
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Figure 1. Our AttriHuman-3D achieves strong disentanglement between different attributes, generates high-quality view-consistent 3D
human avatars which allows fine-grained editing. From left to right, we show the generation results by editing different attributes, try-on
results by modifying the selected attribute sets and generation results of view-consistent images.

3D, an editable 3D human generation model with attribute
decomposition and indexing. Specifically, we propose to
generate all attributes (e.g. hair, clothes, main body and
so on) in an overall feature space with six feature planes
and then extract independent attribute-specific features with
different attribute indexes. Different from CNeRF [22]
that generates each attribute with an independent genera-
tor, our method benefits from the ”all-to-one” design, fa-
cilitating the information sharing across different attributes
and achieving much higher computational efficiency. Our
method is inspired by the recently proposed tensor decom-
position technologies in 4D dynamic NeRFs [3, 9], we for-
mulate the generation space as a 4D space-attribute field
which could be decomposed into six feature planes and effi-
ciently generate with a single 2D CNN-based feature gener-
ator. However, trivially extending the tensor decomposition
technologies in space-time field into space-attribute domain
leads to degraded generation results. Different from time
dimension which is continuous and has clear definition, the
attribute dimension could be disjoint and ambiguous, mak-
ing it hard to define the index of different attributes. To
address this problem, we further propose an implicit index-
ing module to learn the index of each human attribute in the
attribute dimension. To enhance the disentanglement of dif-
ferent attributes, we further propose an orthogonal projec-
tion regularization to enforce the orthogonality of different

indexes, which enables us to extract independent attribute
features from the generated feature planes.

To address the implicit style entanglement between dif-
ferent attributes in the existing datasets, we introduce a
hyper-latent training strategy which conditions the overall
training progress with hyper-latent label to avoid the mis-
leading punishment from the discriminator and an attribute-
specific sampling strategy to split different attributes with
pre-defined sampling bounding boxes to remove the influ-
ence of other attributes defined in different bounding boxes.

Qualitative and quantitative experiments conducted on
the fashion datasets demonstrate that our model provides a
strong disentanglement between different attributes, allows
fine-grained image editing and generates high-quality view-
consistent 3D human avatars. In summary, our main contri-
butions can be listed as follows: 1) We propose a novel ed-
itable 3D human avatar generation model, which achieves
fully disentangled control over the generated human avatars
with attribute decomposition and indexing. 2) We propose a
novel implicit indexing method with an orthogonal projec-
tion regularization to enhance the disentanglement of dif-
ferent attributes. 3) We introduce a hyper-latent training
strategy and an attribute-specific sampling strategy to ad-
dress the style entanglement between different attributes in
the existing human datasets, leading to better editing per-
formance.
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2. Related Work

2.1. 3D-Aware GANs

Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [11] have
achieved remarkable success in the field of 2D image syn-
thesis [2, 17–19, 37]. Recently, the implicit neural repre-
sentation have been widely explored to be combined with
GANs to learn 3D-aware image synthesis with only 2D
images as supervision [5, 6, 25, 27, 32, 33]. Particu-
larly, GRAF [31] and Pi-GAN [5] propose to learn 3D-
aware image and geometry generation with implicit neu-
ral radiance fields as generators. However, these meth-
ods are limited to synthesis only low-resolution images due
to the large computational costs of the MLP querying in
the volumne rendering process. To solve this problem,
recent methods tend to adopt a two-stage generation pro-
cess by firstly rendering low-resolution images and then
passing it to 2D CNN-based decoders to generate images
with higher resolution [6, 25, 27]. Although providing
high-quality generation of 3D-aware images, these meth-
ods fail to support user-interacted local editings. In the task
of 3D human avatar generation, most of the recent works
generate the 3D human avatars with predefined param-
etic human templates [1, 8, 14, 16, 26, 39–41]. Among
them, EVA3D [14] proposes a compositional human NeRF
representation which divides the human body into differ-
ent local parts and achieves high-resolution human image
generation. However, all of them do not support user-
interacted editing of generated human avatars. Some recent
works [4, 12, 15, 28] also explore using text-image embed-
ding to edit the generation results. Although achieving good
performance, these methods can not achieve fully disentan-
gled control over different semantic parts and suffer from
long optimization time.

2.2. Spatial decomposition

NeRF proposes to use fully implicit networks to represent
3D density and color fields, which is slow in querying and
computational infeasible to generate high-resolution images
directly. A recent trend is to reduce the rendering time
of NeRF with explicit geometric representations, including
sparse 3D grids [38], point clouds [36] and so on. How-
ever, there is a tradeoff between the rendering speed and the
memory costs of different geometric representations. Al-
though explicit methods reduce the optimization time, it re-
quires more memory footprint.

Hybrid representation [3, 6, 7, 9, 24] has been proposed
to improve the computational efficiency of NeRF by com-
bining the explicit representations with implicit layers. In
particular, TensoRF [7] proposes to decompose the voxel
tensor into feature planes and vectors, which greatly im-
proves the computational efficiency. While all these meth-
ods focus on the decomposition of 3D feature volumes.

Hexplane [3] further extends it into 4D dynamic scenes.
They decompose the 4D space-time volume into six fea-
ture planes spanning each pair of coordinate axes (e.g. XY ,
ZT ).

3. Method
3.1. Efficient 4D Space-Attribute Decomposition

we formulate the generated human avatars in a 4D space-
attribute field (e.g. hair, clothes, body shapes and so
on), which could be denoted as (x, y, z, a) ∈ R4 where
a ∈ {clothes, hair, shoes...} denotes the attribute dimen-
sion. Given a selected attribute attri and its attribute index
ai = Index(attri), we are capable to extract the corre-
sponding attribute features independently from the gener-
ated feature planes. Recently, CNeRF [22] propose to gen-
erate the 4D volumes (x, y, z, ai), i ∈ {1, 2, ..., N} with N
independent generators. However, training several indepen-
dent generators in parallel will exponentially increase the
computational cost. Inspired by the tensor decomposition
technologies in 4D dynamic NeRFs [3], we propose to de-
compose the 4D space-attribute field into six feature planes.
Specifically, we decompose the 4D space-attribute volume
V ∈ RXY ZAF into six planes : PXY

r , PY Z
r , PXZ

r , PXA
r ,

PY A
r , PZA

r , and represent the space-attribute fields D as:

D(x, y, z, a) = (PXYR1
xy ⊙ PZAR1

za )V R1F

+(PXZR2
xz ⊙ PY AR2

ya )V R2F

+(PY ZR3
yz ⊙ PXAR3

xa )V R3F ,

(1)

where ⊙ denotes the element-wise product, PZAR1
za denotes

a 3D tensor with shape Z × A × R1 and V R1F denotes
a 2D tensor with shape R1 × F . In our experiments, we
find that relaxing Eq 1 by setting V R1F , V R2F and V R3F

to be constant leading to faster convergence without losing
performance. Therefore, we set V R1F , V R2F and V R3F to
be one in our all experiments.

Leveraging the proposed tensor decomposition technol-
ogy, we are capable to efficiently generate the decomposed
feature planes with a single 2D CNN-based feature genera-
tor (like StyleGan2 [19]), which greatly reduces the compu-
tational cost as well as facilitates information sharing across
different attributes and encourages consistency among the
generated features of different attributes.

3.2. Implicit Attribute Indexing

We propose implicit attribute indexing module to predict
the indexes of different attributes. As the attribute dimen-
sion could be disjoint and ambiguous, trivially adopting the
identical mapping indexing method as dynamic NeRFs [3]
leads to degraded generation results (Figure 5). To address
this problem, we propose an implicit indexing module to
learn the index of each predefined attribute in the attribute
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Figure 2. The overall framework of our model. We generate the decomposed feature plane with StyleGANv2-based generator and predict
the indexes of each attribute with implicit indexing module. We model the deformation between canonical space and target space with
deformer module and synthesis final image with compositional volume rendering and super-resolution module. Detailed structure of the
attribute decompose module and deformer module is shown at the bottom, where Bs(β), BP (θ) represents the SMPL parameters randomly
sampled from the dataset, n denotes the total number of selected attributes.

dimension. In detail, the implicit indexing module I is for-
mulated as an MLP network with eight layers. The input
for the indexing module is a one-hot label oi ∈ RN , where
N is the number of total attributes. To stabilize the train-
ing, we normalize the predicted index before using it for at-
tribute indexing. The total function of the implicit indexing
module can be simply formulated as ai = norm(I(oi)),
where norm denotes the L2 normalization. The indepen-
dent feature Di for attribute i can then be extracted from
the generated feature fields D as:

Di = (PXYR1
xy ⊙ (PZAR1

za × aAR1
i ))

+(PXZR2
xz ⊙ (PY AR2

ya × aAR2
i ))

+(PY ZR3
yz ⊙ (PXAR3

xa × aAR3
i )).

(2)

Note we omit V ∗ here for simplicity. During our experi-
ments, we found that learning the indexing module in an
unsupervised style fails to achieve strong disentanglement
between different attributes, leading to collapsed geometry
and chaotic textures in the editing stage. To address this
problem, we further propose an orthogonal projection regu-
larization to enforce the orthogonality between indexes for
different attributes.
Orthogonal Projection Regularization. Given a predicted
index ai, the orthogonal projection regularization could be

defined as:

Lorth =
∑
i,j∈B
i̸=j

|⟨ai, aj⟩|, ⟨xi, xj⟩ =
xi · xj

∥xi∥2 · ∥xj∥2
,

(3)
which involves no additional learnable parameters and can
be applied directly on the mini-batch level for each iteration.
In our experiments, we found that the orthogonal projec-
tion regularization is crucial to enforce the implicit index-
ing module to learn orthogonal attribute indices, facilitates
the disentanglement between different attributes and leads
to better editing results.

3.3. Overall Framework

Our framework is built on EG3D [6], involving a
StyleGAN2-based [19, 34] feature generator, an implicit at-
tribute indexing module, a compositional volume renderer
and a 2D CNN-based up-sampler. The overall framework
of our model is shown in Figure 2.

In detail, we adopt StyleGAN2-based generator to gen-
erate the overall feature planes. To achieve better genera-
tion quality and efficiency, we adopt an improved version
of generator structure following IDE3d [34]. We then sam-
ple a set of attributes Oi from the real-world dataset, where
Oi = (o0, ..., ok), k < N , N represents the total number
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Figure 3. Qualitative Comparisons of our methods with EG3D, StyleSDF, EVA3D, CNeRF. The RGB images, generated segmentation
masks and 3D meshes demonstrated that our method achieves high-quality human avatar generation. Moreover, the main contribution of
our model is to support interactive user editing, which is not supported by EG3D, StyleSDF and EVA3D.

of attribute categories predefined on the dataset. In our ex-
periments, we set 11 attribute categories including the hu-
man body, hair, shirts, pants, skirts, dress and so on. Dur-
ing the generation process, each attribute is embedded as
a one-hot label oi and is passed into the implicit indexing
module to get the learned index in the attribute dimension.
The features of each attribute are then extracted from the
generated feature planes. Given a sampled point on a cer-
tain camera ray, we query its feature vectors by projecting
the points onto the axis-aligned extrated feature planes and
decode the residual signed distance values ∆di, semantic
masks mi, RGB features and values fi, ci with a multi-head
MLP, which shares the weights across different attributes.

We disentangle the pose and shape of human by shap-
ing the generated space-attribute fields in a common canon-
ical space and find the deformation between the canonical
space with each observation posed space leveraging the pre-
defined skinning weights on the SMPL human templates. In
detail, we define the transformation of a point xt from ob-
servation space t to canonical space as:[

x0

1

]
=

∑
vi∈N (x)

ωi∑
ω
M(β0, θ0)(M(βt, θt))

−1

,M(β, θ) =

[
I BS(β) +BP (θ)
0T 1

]
,

(4)

where N represents the nearest k points that are found
among the vertices of SMPL posed mesh M(βt, θt), wi =

1/∥xt − vj∥ is the transformation weight, BS(β) and
BP (θ) denote the shape/pose blend shape for vertexes
on the SMPL mesh, respectively. Similar to Avatar-
Gen [40], we further involve a per-attribute non-rigid de-
formation network, which predicts the non-rigid offsets
∆xt, to accommodate the non-rigid deformation between
the observation and the canonical spaces. Denote the
transformation defined in E.q. 4 as T , the final deforma-
tion can be formulated as x0 = T (xt) + ∆xt, ∆xt =
MLP (embed(x0), BS(β), BP (θ),mi), where mi repre-
sents the semantic mask for attribute i.

As we formulate all the generation in the canonical
space, it’s easy for us to conduct editing by directly ex-
changing the feature planes. To edit certain attribute oi, we
could change the generated feature planes of oi with an-
other ones generated from new sampled latent codes. In
this way, we support precise editing on certain selected at-
tributes while keeping others fixed. We show more details
in the supplemental materials.

3.4. Compositional Volume rendering

We fuse and render the output of all attributes with com-
positional volume rendering. Specifically, we first fuse the
outputs of all selected attributes with the predicted seman-
tic masks. Given a sampled points x in attribute i with pre-
dicted residual signed distance values ∆di, semantic mask
mi, RGB features and values fi, and ci, the fusion step can
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be formulated as:

d(x) = dt(x) +

N∑
i

m′
i(x) ·∆di(x), (5)

f(x) =

N∑
i

m′
i(x) · fi(x), c(x) =

N∑
i

m′
i(x) · ci(x),

(6)
where m′

i(x) = exp(mi(x))∑N
j exp(mj(x))

denotes the softmax op-

eration, dt represents the template SDF queried from the
SMPL template, N denotes the total number of semantic
categories. We then adopt volume rendering [23] to ren-
der the low-resolution RGB image and semantic mask. The
rendered RGB feature along with the segmentation masks
are then fed into the super-resolution module to generate
the final high-resolution images.

3.5. Training

Hyper-latent Training Strategy. During our experiments,
we found that the style entanglement existing in the current
human datasets [21]. One of the most significant problems
is that almost all datasets have few or no images contain-
ing men wearing dresses. However, as attribute is defined
according to semantic areas without definition of human
genders. Problems come when we generate a body area
of men with attributes of dress. In this condition, the gen-
erated image would become out-of-distribution to the dis-
criminator and it would give misleading punishment. As a
result, the feature plane of attribute dress would try to in-
fluence the feature of attribute human body, making it to
look like women (Figure 7), leading to slower convergency
and artifacts in the editing stage. To address this problem,
we condition the linear mapping module of StyleGAN [10]
with hyper-label to control the gender of the generated hu-
man bodies and sample reasonable attribute sets according
to different genders. In this way, we avoid the misleading
punishment from the discriminator and achieves better gen-
eration results.
Attribute-specific Sampling Strategy. While hyper-latent
training strategy is adopted to address the entanglement be-
tween attributes with large spatial overlap, like body and
dress. We propose attribute-specific sampling strategy to
address the entanglement between attributes with little over-
lap areas. For example, the style entanglement of dresses al-
ways with high-heel shoes, T-shirts always with snipers. In
detail, we define attribute-specific bounding boxes for each
attribute and sample corresponding attribute feature only in-
side the bounding box. In this way, we limit the influence of
each attribute strictly inside the bounding box, enhance the
disentanglement between attributes with little or no over-
laps and further improve the computational efficiency by
sampling much fewer points for each attribute. We present

more details of the pre-defined bounding boxes in the sup-
plementary material.
Loss. We use the non-saturating GAN loss Lgan with
R1 regularization LGreg. We regularize the learned SDFs
by pushing the derivation of delta SDF values to be zero:
Leik =

∑
x (∥∇di(x)∥)− 1)2, and further prevent false or

non-visible surfaces with Lsurf =
∑

x exp(−100|di(x)|).
Moveover, to constrain the generated residual signed dis-
tance fields to be consistent with the SMPL template mesh,
we guide the predicted residual signed distance fields with a
minimum regularization: Lrsdf =

∑
x(∥∆d(x)∥). To pre-

vent the learned non-rigid deformation from collapsing, we
add a non-rigid regularization to regularize the learned non-
rigid deformation to be small: Lnonrig =

∑
x(∥∆xt∥). The

overall loss function is formulated as:

Loverall = Lgan + λGregLGreg + λeikLeik + λsurfLsurf

+λrsdfLrsdf + λnonrigLnonrig + λorthLorth,
(7)

where λ∗ denotes the weights of each loss item.

4. Experiments
Datasets. We train and evaluate our model mainly on the
Deepfashion dataset [21], which contains single-view hu-
man images with different clothes and the corresponding
semantic masks. We select 11903 images that contain the
full human bodies, crop and resize all the images to coarsely
align the human bodies. All images are resized to 512×512
for training. We use an off-the-shelf pose estimator [29] to
estimate SMPL parameters and camera parameters of each
image in the dataset. For each human image, we convert its
corresponding semantic masks into attribute sets by check-
ing whether the semantic region is above zero. we adopt 11
attributes for training, including Outer, Top, Skirts, Dress,
Pants, Rompers, Hats, Glasses, Body, Shoes and Haircut.

4.1. Comparisons.

Baselines. We compare our AttriHuman-3D model
with several state-of-the-art 3D-aware GANs, including
EG3D [6], StyleSDF [27], CNeRF [22] and EVA3D [14].
EG3D, STyleSDF and CNeRF are designed for 3D gen-
eration of rigid / half-rigid objects such as human faces.
Among them, CNeRF is also capable to support user-
interacted editing for the generation results, which is sim-
ilar to our task. EVA3D is also designed for human avatar
generation, but it does not support interactive editing, which
is the main contribution of our model.
Quantitative Evaluations. The quantitative comparisons
between our methods with baselines are shown in Ta-
ble 1. In detail, we adopt three commonly used image
quality evaluation metrics including Frechet Inception Dis-
tance (FID) [13] to evaluate the visual quality and diver-
sity of the rendered images, Percentage of Correct Key-
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Methods FID ↓ FIDedit ↓ PCK↑ Depth↓ E
EG3D [6] 25.90 - 79.63 0.0331 ×
StyleSDF [27] 26.32 - 75.13 0.0376 ×
CNeRF [22] 27.69 30.31 71.56 0.0421 ✓
EVA3D [14] 15.91 - 87.50 0.0272 ×
fixed indexing 21.20 23.58 88.41 0.0357 ✓
w/o OPR 19.81 22.31 88.72 0.0322 ✓
w/o HL 17.24 18.11 89.63 0.0311 ✓
w/o ASP 17.02 17.32 89.97 0.0305 ✓
Ours(full) 16.85 17.43 89.91 0.0302 ✓

Table 1. Quantitative comparisons of our method with other meth-
ods, where OPR denotes orthogonal projection regularization, GS
denotes Hyper-Latent training strategy and ASP denotes Attribute-
specific Sampling strategy. E represents editable ability.

Methods Memory Parameters Time(s)
EG3D 6G 31M 0.06
StyleSDF 6G - 0.13
CNeRF 16G - 0.23
EVA3D 7G - 0.16
11G-base Out of Mem 311M -
Ours(full) 9G 59M 0.09

Table 2. Efficiency comparisons of our method with other meth-
ods. Our model is much more efficient compared to CNeRF and
11G-base model without using the proposed tensor decomposition
technique.

points (PCK) [1] to evaluate the effectiveness of the pose
controllability. Pseudo Depth [30] to evaluate the consis-
tency between the generated geometry and RGB images. As
shown in Table 1, our model achieves comparable results to
the SOTA method EVA3D, while capable to support user-
interacted editing. We also compare the FID of the edited
images (FIDedit) with CNeRF and the result demonstrates
our model achieves better editing results with a little drop
in the FID for the edited images. Moreover, we also com-
pare the computational efficiency of our model with others
in Table 2, which shows our model only involves limited ex-
tra parameters to achieve editing capability. Benefiting from
the proposed tensor decomposition technology our model is
much higher efficient compared to CNeRF and 11G-base
model which directly uses 11 generators for the generation.
Qualitative Evaluations. Figure 3 shows the qualitative
comparisons of our methods with other baselines. Specif-
ically, we show the rendered images, segmentation masks
and the corresponding meshes. 3D GANs designed for
rigid/half-rigid objects including EG3D, StyleSDF and CN-
eRF fail to learn high-quality generation of human avatars
due to the high variance of human poses and appearance.
While EVA3D generates realistic 3D human avatars, it fails
to support user-interacted editing. Our model achieves com-
parable generation results to EVA3D while capable to sup-
port semantic part-level editing that other methods do not

Figure 4. Qualitative comparisons of the editing results between
our methods and CNeRF. From left to right we show the editing
RGB and residual of changing the Top, Pants and Haircut. Benefit
from our hyper-latent and attribute-specific training strategy, our
model achieves better disentanglement and more precise control
over the target semantic region compared to CNeRF.

Figure 5. Ablation of the implicit indexing module. Figure (a) and
(b) compare the ablation results of our implicit mapping module
with fixed identical mapping as dynamic NeRFs [3]. Figure (c)
shows cosine similarity of the predicted indexes with or without
the proposed orthogonal projection regularization.

support. We also compare the editing results of our model
with CNeRF. As shown in Figure 4, benefit from our hyper-
latent and attribute-specific training strategy, our model
achieves better disentanglement and more precise control
over the target semantic region compared to CNeRF.

4.2. Ablations Studies.

Implicit Indexing Module. Trivially adopting the fixed
identical indexing method in dynamic NeRFs [3] leads to
degraded generation results as shown in Figure 5. In our
implicit indexing module, the proposed orthogonal projec-
tion regularization serves an important role in encouraging
the predicted implicit attribute indexes to be orthogonal to
each other, facilitating the disentanglement between differ-
ent attributes. As shown in Figure 5(c) , Figure 6, with-
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Figure 6. Ablation of the orthogonal projection regularization. we
achieve better editing results with the proposed OPR loss.

Figure 7. Ablation of the Hyper-latent training strategy and
Attribute-specific Sampling training strategy.

out the orthogonal projection regularization, the learned at-
tribute indexes tend be entangled with each other, leading
to collapsed results in the editing stage. When we remove
the original feature of the top clothes and change it into an-
other one, the network fails to generate satisfactory edited
images. We also conduct quantitative comparisons in Ta-
ble 1. Removing the implicit indexing module or orthog-
onal projection regularization leads to a significant perfor-
mance drop in all metrics, which indicates the effectiveness
of the proposed implicit module and orthogonal projection
regularization.
Training Strategies. During training, we adopt the hyper-
latent training strategy and attribute-specific sampling strat-
egy to address the implicit style entanglement between dif-
ferent attributes in the existing dataset. As shown in Fig-
ure 7 (a), without the hyper-latent training strategy, the
discriminator tend to give misleading penalty to push the
attribute features of dresses or rompers to influence the
body attribute and try to change the original appearance
of the generated bodies to make them visually more suit-
able for a female subject. With the proposed hyper-latent
training strategy, we avoid the misleading punishment from
the discriminator and achieve more accurate editing results

Figure 8. Application of AttriHuman-3D. (a) Interpolation on the
latent code of Top Clothes gives smooth transformations between
two samples. (b) Pose animation results in a generated avatar. (c)
Inversion of real image

without changing the appearance of the generated human.
The Attribute-specific sampling strategy enforces the style
disentanglement between attributes with little or no over-
lay such as dress and shoes. As shown in Figure 7, with
attribute-specific sampling strategy, we avoid the style influ-
ence from rompers on the shoes, and achieve more precise
editing results. Quantitative results shown in Table 1 also
indicate that the proposed training strategies lead to better
generation results.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose AttriHuman-3D, a novel ed-
itable 3D human avatar generation model.Our method al-
lows users to interactively edit selected attributes in the gen-
erated 3D human avatars while keeping others fixed. Both
qualitative and quantitative experiments demonstrate that
our model provides a strong disentanglement between dif-
ferent attributes, allows fine-grained image editing and gen-
erates high-quality 3D human avatars
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